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Abstract: A common feature of the aging process is a decline in immune system performance.
Extensive research has sought to elucidate how changes in adaptive immunity contribute to aging
and to provide evidence showing that changes in innate immunity have an important role in the
overall decline of net immune function. Drosophila is an emerging model used to address questions
related to immunosenescence via research that integrates its capacity for genetic dissection of aging
with groundbreaking molecular biology related to innate immunity. Herein, we review information
on the immunosenescence of Drosophila and suggest its possible mechanisms that involve changes
in insulin/IGF(insulin-like growth factor)-1 signaling, hormones such as juvenile hormone and
20-hydroxyecdysone, and feedback system degeneration. Lastly, the emerging role of microbiota on
the regulation of immunity and aging in Drosophila is discussed.

Keywords: innate immunity; aging; lifespan; Drosophila; antimicrobial peptide; juvenile hormone;
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1. Introduction

Senescence is a process involving progressive conversion from healthy young adult into frail older
ones. A common feature of it is a decline in immune performance. Increased age is accompanied by
reduced capacity to thwart infections, heal wounds, manage inflammation, and distinguish between self
and nonself. Extensive research has been undertaken to elucidate how changes in adaptive immunity
contribute to such aging [1,2]. Less apparent, but growing in recognition, is the observation that changes
in innate immunity have an important role in the overall decline in net immune function [3]. The innate
immune system recognizes pathogens or damaged cells at the tissue–environment interface to induce
local defenses, such as those against inflammation and antimicrobial peptides. These reactions also
recruit and activate adaptive immunity [4]. As understanding of the mechanisms of innate immunity
has developed, it has become increasingly clear that degenerative changes within this ancestral system
correlate with overt symptoms of immune aging, including increased susceptibility to pathogens,
chronic inflammation, and autoimmune pathology [5].

For human and animal models alike, key challenges to understanding innate immune aging are
to determine the associated intrinsic and molecular changes and resolve the direction of causality
between age-associated immune pathology and immune performance. Is age-associated dysregulation
of immunity and inflammation a secondary response to damage because individuals are exposed to
more pathogens over a longer time period? Or, is it an outcome of an age-dependent decline within
the innate immune system itself, which thus contributes to chronic infection and inflammation?

Drosophila is an emerging model being used to address these questions in research that integrates
its capacity for genetic dissection of aging with groundbreaking molecular biology related to innate
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immunity [6]. Explicit genetic analysis of Drosophila aging accelerated after Lin et al. screened for
longevity assurance mutations and described the slow aging effects of methuselah, a GPRC [7], and after
transgenic overexpression of heat shock proteins was shown to reduce age-specific mortality [8].
Subsequent to the elucidation of how mutants of the insulin/IGF signaling pathway (daf mutants)
of Caenorhabditis elegans retarded aging [9], the ability of this signaling process to control aging was
described for Drosophila [10,11]. This established the broad relevance of insulin/IGF signaling (IIS)
in aging, an association that has been reinforced from mouse to human [12]. Currently, there are
over 70 genes described for Drosophila through which genetic manipulation can increase lifespan
by consistently reducing age-specific mortality, including elements of IIS (InR, IRS (insulin receptor
substrate)/chico, FOXO), the TOR (target of rapamycin) pathway (TOR, 4eBP, S6K), JNK (c-Jun
N-terminal kinase) signaling, autophagy, regulators of germline stem cells, detoxification, protein repair
and folding, and the immune response [13]. Likewise, demographic aging can be slowed by reduced
adult food intake (dietary restriction) [14], drugs (resveratrol, rapamycin) [15,16], and reducing the
opportunities to mate or produce eggs [17]. Aging, as measured by adult mortality rate, is a genetically
tractable Drosophila phenotype that is amenable to analysis of the underlying molecular mechanisms.

While most genetic analyses use demographic traits as metrics of the aging progression, research
with Drosophila increasingly features assessment of system degeneration that models functional aging
in humans. Through Drosophila-based research, human-related degeneration associated with declines
in myocardial function, muscle, olfaction, sleep, learning/memory, stem cell maintenance, and the
topic of this review—innate immunity—has been demonstrated [18]. The use of Drosophila as a model
is especially useful when investigating innate immunity because genetic study of Drosophila can dissect
the cause-and-effect relationship between aging and innate immune/inflammatory function. Overall,
this modeling strategy is possible with Drosophila because the fly possesses the basic recognition
and signal transduction events of mammalian innate immunity without the added complication of
adaptive immunity.

2. Innate Immunity in Drosophila

2.1. Innate Immune Signaling in Drosophila

When infected with microbes, Drosophila rapidly induces the expression of a battery of
antimicrobial peptides (AMP), including diptericins, metchnikowin, defensin, cecropins, drosocin
and attacins [19]. Such AMP induction is primarily controlled by the Drosophila homologs of NF-κB
transcription factors [4]. In flies, two distinct pathways respond to microbial infection (Figure 1).

The Toll pathway recognizes lysine-type peptidoglycan, which is found in the cell wall of many
Gram-positive bacteria as well as β-glucans from fungal cell walls, whereas the IMD pathway responds
to DAP (diaminopimelic acid)-type peptidoglycan, from Gram-negative (and certain Gram-positive)
bacterial cell walls. Once activated, the Toll and IMD pathways independently signal to specific NF-κB
transcription factors. Toll activates the NF-κB homologs Dif and Dorsal, which induce the antifungal
peptide genes like drosomycin and metchnikowin. The IMD pathway activates the NF-κB precursor
Relish, which, among others targets, induces the antibacterial peptide gene like diptericin. Each of these
signaling pathways is similar to the mammalian innate immune NF-κB signaling cascades. The Toll
pathway is homologous to MyD88-dependent signaling downstream of most Toll-like receptors (TLRs),
while the IMD pathway is more similar to the MyD88-independent (TRIF (TIR-domain-containing
adapter-inducing interferon-β)-dependent) pathway downstream of TLR3 and TLR4 as well as the
TNFR (tumor necrosis factor receptor) pathway [20–22].
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of innate immune signaling in Drosophila. Toll pathway is activated by 
Gram‐positive bacteria and fungi. Toll activation leads to degradation of Cactus and nuclear 
localization of NF‐κB transcription factors Dif and Dorsal. These transcription factors induce the 
expression of antimicrobial genes like drosomycin (Drs) and metchnikowin (Mtk). IMD (immune 
deficiency) pathway is activated by Gram‐negative bacteria. IMD activation leads to the nuclear 
translocation of NF‐κB transcription factor Relish to activate the expression of antimicrobial genes 
like diptericin (Dipt). 

2.2. Immune Senescence in Drosophila 

A recent review by Garschall et al. described immunosenescence of Drosophila [23,24]. Genome 
expression profiling provided the first descriptions of Drosophila immune aging. Seroude et al. [25] 
reported increased messaging of antimicrobial genes, including diptericin, defensin, attacin, and 
cecropin as well as the peptidoglycan recognition protein (PGRP), PGRP‐LC. Pletcher et al. [26] 
made similar observations using microarray analysis, further noting that these expression patterns 
were delayed in dietary restricted flies, whereas Zerofsky et al. showed an endogenous increase in 
mRNA of AMP among untreated, aging Drosophila [27]. Landis et al. reported similar patterns and 
also showed that high levels of drosomycin and metchnikowin in young adults predicted high 
mortality rates at a later age [28]. Together, these observations define the phenotype of innate 
immune aging in Drosophila: a progressive increase of AMP mRNA expression with age. However, 
it should be noted that there is a lack of data showing AMP peptide abundance with age because 
there are no effective antibodies for these peptides. Moreover, because expression patterns could be 
delayed by a manipulation that slows the aging process—dietary restriction (DR)—these 
observations support the view that innate immune aging is caused by a progressive degenerative 
pathology within the innate immune system. 

To understand if changes in AMP expression actually reflect intrinsic age‐dependent 
pathology, it is useful to consider alternative interpretations. In particular, aged flies may simply 
accumulate microbes over their lifespan and express more AMP in response. This may occur 
without changes in the underlying capacity or efficiency of innate immunity. The elevation in AMP 
expression may be an adaptive, compensatory response, and yet—as may occur in humans—such 
an increase in an acute innate immune response could entail a trade‐off by producing chronic 
damage that elevates frailty. Finally, old flies may exhibit an intrinsic decline in their immune 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of innate immune signaling in Drosophila. Toll pathway is activated
by Gram-positive bacteria and fungi. Toll activation leads to degradation of Cactus and nuclear
localization of NF-κB transcription factors Dif and Dorsal. These transcription factors induce the
expression of antimicrobial genes like drosomycin (Drs) and metchnikowin (Mtk). IMD (immune
deficiency) pathway is activated by Gram-negative bacteria. IMD activation leads to the nuclear
translocation of NF-κB transcription factor Relish to activate the expression of antimicrobial genes like
diptericin (Dipt).

2.2. Immune Senescence in Drosophila

A recent review by Garschall et al. described immunosenescence of Drosophila [23,24]. Genome
expression profiling provided the first descriptions of Drosophila immune aging. Seroude et al. [25]
reported increased messaging of antimicrobial genes, including diptericin, defensin, attacin, and cecropin
as well as the peptidoglycan recognition protein (PGRP), PGRP-LC. Pletcher et al. [26] made similar
observations using microarray analysis, further noting that these expression patterns were delayed
in dietary restricted flies, whereas Zerofsky et al. showed an endogenous increase in mRNA of AMP
among untreated, aging Drosophila [27]. Landis et al. reported similar patterns and also showed that
high levels of drosomycin and metchnikowin in young adults predicted high mortality rates at a later
age [28]. Together, these observations define the phenotype of innate immune aging in Drosophila:
a progressive increase of AMP mRNA expression with age. However, it should be noted that there is a
lack of data showing AMP peptide abundance with age because there are no effective antibodies for
these peptides. Moreover, because expression patterns could be delayed by a manipulation that slows
the aging process—dietary restriction (DR)—these observations support the view that innate immune
aging is caused by a progressive degenerative pathology within the innate immune system.

To understand if changes in AMP expression actually reflect intrinsic age-dependent pathology,
it is useful to consider alternative interpretations. In particular, aged flies may simply accumulate
microbes over their lifespan and express more AMP in response. This may occur without changes in
the underlying capacity or efficiency of innate immunity. The elevation in AMP expression may be an
adaptive, compensatory response, and yet—as may occur in humans—such an increase in an acute
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innate immune response could entail a trade-off by producing chronic damage that elevates frailty.
Finally, old flies may exhibit an intrinsic decline in their immune capacity as well as the cumulative
effects of microbe exposure. The central challenge and potential utility of immune-related aging
research with Drosophila is to distinguish the contribution of these potential causes, to resolve the
directionality of their impacts, and to pinpoint the key underlying molecular processes.

2.3. Microbial Load Increase with Age

Increased microbial colonization with age appears to increase AMP expression in old Drosophila,
and the causal relationship was tested using axenic and/or antibiotic treated flies. Ren et al.
documented elevated abundance of internal and external anaerobic and aerobic bacteria in adult
Drosophila males maintained under standard rearing conditions [29]. Axenic culture and antibiotic
treatments reduced the microbial load at all ages and suppressed age-dependent increases in several,
but not all, AMP mRNA levels. In contrast, Sarup et al. reported that flies reared on medium containing
antibiotics and antifungal substances showed an upregulation of immune response genes with age [30].
More recently, Guo et al. documented AMP and innate immune gene expressions in intestines of aging
Drosophila [31]. While axenic flies produced less age-dependent expression of oxidative stress-related
genes and less activation of the DUOX (dual oxidase) system, AMP-related gene expression was still
present, and it robustly increased with age.

An accumulating microbe load, therefore, appears to be sufficient to increase the entire animal AMP
mRNA expression level with age; however, when examined at a tissue-specific level, age-dependent
induction of the IMD/rel pathway can occur in the absence of bacteria. These contrasting observations
require us to refine our questions: Does microbial load increase with age because innate immune capacity
is compromised? Do old adults express more AMP because they cannot manage infection, perhaps
because they cannot produce functional AMP peptides (despite gene expression) or because other,
nonhumoral aspects of immunity are compromised?

To address this issue, we must measure innate immune capacity independent of the current
infection load. How flies respond to an acute immune challenge provides one approach to elucidation
of the intrinsic mechanisms of age-related AMP abundance. Libert et al. injected adults of different
ages with live Pseudomonas aeruginosa [32]. This controlled challenge immediately reduced survival,
but there was no difference in mortality rates between adults aged seven days and 40 days. Using the
same pathogen and challenge technique, Burger et al. [33] reported that DR improved postinfection
survival in old adults but not in young adults. In addition, Ramsden et al. [34] studied adult survival
when the adults were injected with nonpathogenic DH5 Escherichia coli. Survival after high-density,
but not low-density, injection was reduced in aged flies. Acute mortality after injecting bacteria is
sometimes, but not always, elevated in old flies, indicating that the intrinsic capacity of the innate
immune system may be compromised with age.

A related approach has been used to measure the ability of aged flies to clear bacteria. For instance,
one study found adults aged less than 30 days strongly suppressed injected bacteria, eliminating most
bacteria within 48–72 h postinfection, whereas bacterial clearance was incomplete in males 40 days
old [34]. Kim et al. reported a similar pattern in which E. coli clearance was ineffective in very old
flies [35]. The importance of the genetic background of Drosophila was emphasized in an analysis of
25 wild-derived chromosome II lines, which documented considerable genotype-by-age variation in
clearance [36]. Clearance was seen to decrease, to remain constant, or even to increase with age in
different genotypes. Overall, and perhaps because survival is a complex trait integrated over many
processes, the age-related patterns of bacterial clearance and infection survivorship do not consistently
track the ubiquitous increase in AMP messaging.

Acute bacterial infection can also be used to compare the kinetics of AMP expression in old and
young adult Drosophila. Zerofsky et al. reported on the kinetics of diptericin expression following
injection (jabbing) with E. coli and Micrococcus luteus [27]. Compared to young flies, old adults
produced a higher and longer peak of diptericin expression. This outcome could arise for several
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reasons: The innate immune system of old flies was actually more sensitive, the innate immune
signaling of old flies had defective negative feedback, or the introduced bacteria proliferated more
effectively in old flies. To distinguish among these alternatives, aged flies were jabbed with heat-killed
(noninfective) bacteria. In this case, diptericin mRNA kinetics was reduced in aged adults compared
to that in young adults. The intrinsic capacity of the innate immune system appears to decline with
age, and this may accordingly permit introduced bacteria to more readily proliferate in aged adults
and thus to elicit greater AMP expression in older animals. From this viewpoint, immune functional
capacity and bacteria interact to produce the aging phenotype of age-elevated AMP mRNA expression.

2.4. Increased Amp Production and Aging: Consequence or Cause?

As mentioned above, a consistent observation across many studies is that AMP mRNA increases
with age in normally cultured flies. Elucidation of how and why this occurs is unclear and is an
area of active investigation. One factor appears to be infection history, since reducing or eliminating
bacterial load represses the age-related increase in AMP mRNA [29]. There are few consistent results,
however, that address an important and nonexclusive alternative: Are intrinsic processes important
for the proper control of AMP decline with age? In addition, there is no clear answer as to whether the
increased AMP production with aging contributes to the aging process or whether the increased AMP
production with aging is a consequence of the aging process.

Results of several studies support the view that increased AMP production with aging contributes
to aging. Ectopic expression of the peptidoglycan receptors PGRP-LC and PGRP-LE have been shown
to reduce lifespan when begun at a young age [32,37], even though induction of PGRP-LE protected
adults against introduced P. aeruginosa [32]. In contrast, when tested in aged flies (40 days old),
PGRP-LE overexpression had no effect on the remaining life expectancy of uninfected adults while
still providing an increased level of protection against acute P. aeruginosa infection [32]. Thus, at an
age when endogenous induction of AMP is already elevated, additional activation, acutely generated,
can provide some benefit against infection; however, the deleterious effects of further innate immune
system induction are limited. Recently, Badinloo et al. showed that expression of Relish and AMP
increase during the aging process, and overexpression of Relish increases AMP expression levels and
decreases the lifespan in Drosophila [38]. The authors also reported that overexpression of individual
AMPs like attacin A, defensin, metchnikowin, and cecropin A1 shortened the lifespan of flies. Similarly,
mild downregulation of the IMD pathway or AMP downregulation of the IMD pathway extended the
lifespan of flies [39]. In contrast, overexpression of drosocin increased fly lifespan, possibly by reducing
bacterial challenge [40]. It is unclear why there are differential effects of AMPs on fly lifespan, but it is
plausible that each AMP has a different antimicrobial activity, thereby causing different changes in
microbiota. Activating AMPs in axenic condition will provide a clear answer to this question.

3. Possible Mechanisms of Immunosenescence in Drosophila

3.1. Changes in Insulin/IGF-1 Signaling

Mutations that reduce or alter IIS extend Drosophila lifespan, as has been reported in other model
systems such as C. elegans [9]. Longevity is improved in mutants of the tyrosine kinase receptor InR [41]
and its insulin receptor substrate [11], in flies that produce less insulin-like peptide (Ilps) [42,43] as well
as by increasing the expression of circulating Ilps-binding proteins [44]. Such genetic manipulations
can postpone or retard the age-dependent degeneration of tissues and functions, such as cardiac
performance and climbing ability [45]. Together, these observations suggest that IIS modulates an
underlying process of senescence that can affect morbidity and pathology related to age-dependent
mortality. It is potentially informative, therefore, to determine how such manipulations affect the
age-related function and expression of innate immunity.

Available data related to this question are few. Libert et al. studied the effect of longevity-extending
manipulations on survival after bacterial injection [46]. They found DR, which represses IIS and delays
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the age-dependent expression of AMPs, did not affect postinfection survival in young (10 days old)
adults. Burger et al. reported that DR did not affect survival after an injection of P. aeruginosa in adults
aged up to 21 days, but DR did improve acute survival after bacterial infection in adults older than
34 days [33]. With regard to longevity mutants, Libert et al. found that longevity assurance mutants
with activated Jun-Kinase (puc) and IRS chico improved the postinfection survival of young adults
(however, their effect on realized immunity with age was not reported) [46]. Strikingly, improved
survivals of young chico and puc mutants were not correlated with elevated expressions of the measured
AMPs, suggesting these mutants confer acute resistance either by activating aspects of nonhumoral
defenses or by modulating the expression of AMP at times beyond the window when these mRNA
levels were measured. Relatedly, McCormack et al. recently reported that there are elevated levels of
melanization and phenoloxidase activity, but no difference in AMP gene transcripts and phagocytosis
rates, in chico mutants [47].

A complementary approach to elucidating the potential role of IIS in innate immune aging is
investigating the FOXO (forkhead box O) transcription factor, which is activated by reduced insulin
signaling. FOXO is required for reduced IIS and extension of the lifespan in both C. elegans (via daf-16)
and Drosophila [9,48]. In particular, Becker et al. showed that dFOXO directly binds to the regulatory
regions of drosomycin, inducing its expression [49]. Based on this observation, elevation of AMP with
age could result from a systemic increase in FOXO activation (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Age-dependent changes of gut microbiota and its effect on aging in Drosophila. In young
flies (left figure), peptidoglycan recognition protein SC2 (PGRP-SC2) is active, facilitating the gut
microbiota balance and immune homeostasis. In aged flies (right figure), imbalanced microbiota and
dysplasia with increase in microbial loads are observed. Increased microbial load with age enriches
peptidoglycans in lumen and causes a chronic inflammation. In addition, activated FOXO, caused by
insulin resistance and stress accumulation, represses the PGRP-SC2 expression and enhances Relish
and AMPs gene expression. Furthermore, imbalanced microbiota activates DUOX with the increase
pathobionts-derived uracil. These changes induced by imbalanced microbiota in aged fly cause immune
dysfunction and lifespan reduction.

In fact, systemic loss of FOXO or specific loss of FOXO in enterocytes reduced age-related
increases in relish and diptericin expressions [31]. However, a similar trial in our laboratory produced
different results: mRNA of drosocin and diptericin increased three- and ninefold, respectively, with age
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(6 days versus 36 days) in foxo-null mutants, which is the same magnitude of change we observed in
age-matched wild-type controls [50]. Furthermore, it remains unclear whether IIS signaling and FOXO
activation normally decline with age in Drosophila, or actually increase in aged adults, although FOXO
target genes and the thor-lacZ reporter were upregulated in aged fly intestine [31].

3.2. Hormones (JH, 20E)

Several lines of evidence suggest that juvenile hormone (JH) is a pro-aging hormone. Most of
that evidence is based on Drosophila studies [51]. Wild-type D. melanogaster in diapause show
downregulated levels of JH and negligible senescence [10,52], and treatment of a JH analog to dormant
Drosophila has been shown to increase demographic senescence [41]. Several hypomorphic insulin
receptor mutants of D. melanogaster have been shown to be long-lived. Concomitantly, the synthesis
rate of JH is reduced in long-lived mutants, and treatment with a JH analog was reported to abolish
the effect of InR mutation on longer lifespan [41]. A similar reduction of JH biosynthesis was observed
in another long-lived IIS mutant, chico [53]. Direct evidence of the role of JH in aging was recently
obtained by genetic ablation of the corpora allata, which is the JH-synthesizing organ in Drosophila.
Corpora allata knockout flies have an increased lifespan, and treatment with a JH analog was shown
to restore their lifespan to that of control flies [54]. Although fewer studies have been performed
compared to those for JH, 20-hyroxyecdysone (20E) also seems to be a pro-aging hormone. Steroid
hormone-deficient molting defective (mld)-3 mutants are long-lived [55]. Several EcR heterozygote
mutants are long-lived [55], and mild adult-specific EcR inactivation increases the lifespan of male
Drosophila [56]. Interestingly, mild adult-specific EcR inactivation decreases the lifespan of females and
a similar effect has been observed with strong EcRi and EcR-dominant negative isoforms in males,
suggesting sex-specific control of lifespan by 20E signaling in Drosophila [56].

Both JH and 20E regulate immune function in Drosophila. The 20E hormone may reduce immune
function in Drosophila larvae. Toll ligand-encoding gene dorsal, key Toll effector gene spatzle, and several
AMP genes have been shown to be downregulated by 20E at the onset of metamorphosis in an
EcR-dependent manner in a genome-wide microarray study in Drosophila [57]. Similarly, 20E treatment
has inhibitory effects on AMP expression and activities at the final larval molt and prepupal stages
in Bombyx fat bodies [58]. However, several Drosophila studies have suggested that 20E may act
as an immune activator in adults, inducing expression of AMPs. Induction ability of the diptericin
gene is temporally correlated with 20E, and inducibility is severely reduced in ecdysone mutants [59].
In particular, 20E indirectly modulates IMD innate immune signaling by induction of the pattern
recognition receptor PGRP-LC as well as by regulation of a subset of AMP genes [60]. Therefore,
20E seems to function either as an immunosuppressor or an immunoactivator, depending on the
developmental stage.

The results of many studies support the role of JH as an immune suppressor in Drosophila.
JH treatment was shown to suppress basal expression of AMPs in microarray analysis, and JH/JH
analog treatments were shown to reduce expression of drosomycin in vivo in Drosophila [61]. Similarly,
application of JH I was shown to suppress synthesis of granular phenoloxidase, a key enzyme
in the melanization response against pathogens, in tobacco hornworm, Manduca sexta. Likewise,
injection of JH III was shown to suppress phenoloxidase activity and encapsulation in mealworm
beetle, Tenebrio molitor [62]. In honeybee, Apis mellifera, the transition of nurse tasks to foraging tasks
was associated with an increased JH titer and a marked reduction in the number of functioning
hemocytes [63]. JH and 20E seem to antagonistically regulate AMP synthesis. JH III was shown to
suppress transcription of AMP expression in vivo. 20E pretreatment of S2 cells was shown to increase
induction of AMP [61]. However, co-treatment with JH III or JH analog was shown to interfere with
20E-induced AMP expression [61].

Considering that JH and 20E regulate both immunity and aging in Drosophila, it is reasonable to
suggest that those hormones are involved in immunosenescence. JH and 20E production and titer
have been well-characterized from larval to early adult stages, but changes in hormonal production
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and titer with age remain incompletely described. JH production in Canton-S flies was shown to peak
on day 2 and decline up to day 10 [53]. 20E titer peaks present on the day of adult eclosion were shown
to decline on day 1 and fluctuate up to day 14 [64], while recent results show that 20E titer increases
with age [65]. Such age-related hormonal changes will sensitize the immune response, similar to the
hyper-responsive immune response in aged flies described above, and induce chronic inflammation
status upon an increased microbial load with age.

Study of autonomous AMP expression in renal Malpighian tubules has attempted to evaluate
how efficiently an aged tissue can induce humoral immunity. Surprisingly, Malpighian tubules of
old flies have greater potential to induce AMP expression when challenged in a controlled setting.
This condition was observed to arise because water-stress dehydration induces Malpighian tubule
expression of PGRP-LC, thus, priming the tubules for AMP expression. Aged flies, apparently,
are normally prone to water-stress dehydration [65]. Elevated AMP expression in aged flies, therefore,
may represent a by-product of a physiological adaption selected for in young flies in response to water
stress; however, it may be constitutively induced and even potentially detrimental to old flies as they
lose their capacity to maintain water balance.

3.3. Degeneration of Feedback System

The presence of commensal gut bacteria continuously activates the immune response, but prolonged
immune activation is detrimental to host fitness [27]. Therefore, the host needs to suppress the immune
response to commensal bacteria unless it is required, as in the event of a pathogen infection. Several
positive/negative regulators have been identified, and details of their positive/negative regulation
have been reviewed [66]. We propose that degenerative regulation of the immune response is one of
the causes of immunosenescence.

For example, p38 MAP (mitogen activated) kinase is a stress-activated protein kinase involved
in regulation of the immune response [67] and modulation of longevity [68] in Drosophila. Results
of microarray and immunoblot analyses suggest that p38 MAP kinase activity declines with aging,
which may underlie the increased susceptibility to infection observed in C. elegans [69]. Age-related
changes in p38 MAP kinase signaling in Drosophila have not been characterized and require
future investigation.

MicroRNAs are small noncoding RNAs that control the expression of genes at the post-transcriptional
level through targeted binding to specific mRNAs. Recently, an active role of microRNAs in aging has
become evident [70], and they are suggested to be involved in immunosenescence [71]. In vertebrates,
mice deficient in bic/miR-155 exhibit defective adaptive immunity, and bic/miR-155 is required for
functional T and B lymphocytes [72]. miR-181, an important regulator of B lymphopoiesis, shows
reduced expression in peripheral blood of aged individuals [73].

Likewise, microRNAs modulate both aging and the immune response and, thus, may be an
immunosenescence modulator in Drosophila [74]. miR-34 expression level declines with age, and miR-34
mutants exhibit age-associated defects in later life, such as reduced climbing ability, reduced lifespan,
and brain degeneration [75]. Several microRNAs involved in the immune response have been identified
through a screening process [76]. miR-8 regulates immune homeostasis, maintaining low expression of
the AMPs drosomycin and diptericin in noninfected flies [77]. In miR-8-null flies, levels of drosomycin
and diptericin were shown to be significantly increased without a pathogenic challenge. 3’-UTR
(untranslated region) of AMP diptericin contains a let-7 binding site, and binding of let-7 represses
translation of diptericin. Expression of let-7 is modulated by 20E, which is known to induce expression
of diptericin [78]. Therefore, 20E works as a dual modulator of innate immunity by activating an initial
immune response while also diminishing the response via microRNA. It is assumed that let-7 sets a
threshold point for AMP production, reducing overstimulation of the immune response. Regardless,
direct evidence of microRNA involvement in immunosenescence is lacking, and the topic needs
future investigation.
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4. Emerging Role of Microbiota in the Regulation of Immunity and Aging in Drosophila

There are approximately 5–20 bacterial species in the fly gut, mostly dominated by Proteobacteria
(mainly Acetobacteraceae and Enterobacteriaceae) and Firmicutes (mainly Lactobacillus and Enterococcus
species), although the composition varies by research laboratory [79,80]. The gut microbiota
composition can even vary temporally within the same laboratory. For example, colonization of specific
gut bacteria was shown to be variable across a fly generation; Lactobacillus brevis and Lactobacillus
plantarum were shown to be absent from the gut after three months [81].

4.1. Effect of Commensal Bacteria on Development and Host Resistance

The effects of Acetobacter and Lactobacillus on development and host resistance have been
described [82,83]. A recent study by Blum et al. showed that the survival of pathogen-infected
flies could be increased by the presence of the commensal bacteria L. plantarum. Increased survival was
observed in both germ-free and conventionally reared flies, although flies with a normal microbiome
were less susceptible to infection than germ-free flies [80]. A tempting explanation is that commensal
bacteria can increase host resistance through increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
and AMP.

4.2. Effect of Gut Microbiota on Lifespan

There have been contrasting results obtained in studies regarding the effects of gut microbiota on
the lifespan of Drosophila. Brummel et al. observed that experimental manipulation of microbes by
axenic treatment decreased the survival of flies, whereas readdition of bacteria during the first week of
the adult stage increased survival [84]. However, Ren et al. later observed that axenic or antibiotic
treatments reduced microbial load with age but did not affect lifespan [29]. More recently, Ridley et al.
found that the lifespan of male flies was not different between conventionally reared flies and axenic
flies [85], and Clark et al. reported lifespan extension upon antibiotic treatment [24,86]. Different
culture conditions could explain the differences between the results. For example, Brummel et al.
reared flies on a sucrose diet, whereas Ren et al. reared flies on a dextrose diet. The identity and
composition of commensal bacteria can greatly vary with different diets. Young adult flies contained
Acetobacter and Lactobacillus at a ratio of 49:1 when reared on a diet containing 4.8% yeast, but the
ratio was reversed to 1:4 on a diet containing 8.6% yeast, even though both studies were performed in
the same laboratory [78,85]. A recent report showed that host–microbe interactions are complex and
nutrient-dependent. Yamada et al. observed that microbes are involved in amino acid harvest and
extension of lifespan under malnutrition [87]. Therefore, gut-associated microbes may have different
effects on a host’s lifespan depending on nutrient condition. Another possibility is that differences in
residing microbial species and different alterations in microbial composition associated with aging can
produce differential responses to axenic conditions among laboratories.

Recent results support the assertion that increased microbial challenge with aging is a key
determinant of the Drosophila lifespan. Gould et al. found that germ-free flies live longer than
conventional flies and that a decrease in survival is a function of bacterial load [88]. Loch et al. also
observed that overexpression of drosocin increased the lifespan of flies and that a reduction of bacterial
challenge upon drosocin expression may be responsible for the longer lifespan [40].

4.3. Age-Dependent Changes in Gut Bacteria Populations

Brummel et al. observed that, contrary to the beneficial effect of early bacterial exposure, removal
of bacteria in later life stages can increase fly survival [84]. Thus, although the presence of bacteria
in early life may be beneficial, their presence in later life may be detrimental. This leads to questions
about gut composition changes with age. Wong et al. reported that L. fructivorans is the most abundant
species in young adult flies, whereas A. pomorum is the most abundant in older adults [79]. In contrast,
Ridley et al. observed that A. pomorum is the most abundant in young adults [85], whereas Ryu et al.
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reported that L. plantarum and an Acetobacteracean bacterium—strain EW911 (A911)—were the
predominant species in young adults [89]. Blum et al. reported that two major species—Lactobacillus
and Acetobacter—comprising 94% of the microbiome, dominated the bacterial population of flies from
day 2 to day 54 [80]. More recently, Han et al. performed a comparative analysis of gut microbiota in
w1118 and Canton-S fly strains. The relative proportions of the major bacterial genera—Lactobacillus,
Acetobacter, Enterococcus, and Leuconostoc—were significantly different with respect to host age, sex,
and strain [90]. Therefore, there are no universal bacteria specific to young stage in the fly gut, and the
identities of bacteria in the adult gut needs more investigation.

Gluconobacter morbifer comprises a minor proportion of the gut of wild-type flies, whereas it
is dominant in immune-deficient caudal RNAi flies. Gut epithelial apoptosis and host mortality
have been shown to be increased in germ-free flies when G. morbifer was singly introduced [89].
Thus, the population dynamic and role of G. morbifer during normal aging require further investigation.

4.4. Changes in Intestinal Immunity and Physiology by Age

Protection against microbial infection involves several barriers, including AMP secretion and
production of ROS in intestinal epithelium. Peptidoglycan in bacteria activates the Relish-dependent
IMD signaling pathway and boosts production of AMP [91]. DUOX induces generation of ROS,
controlling gut bacteria proliferation and homeostasis. A recent study by Lee et al. showed that
bacterial uracil is an elicitor of DUOX. Symbionts do not produce uracil without DUOX activation, but
pathobionts such as G. morbifer and L. brevis release uracil, inducing chronic inflammation status and
host death [92].

Unlike uracil release by pathobionts only, peptidoglycan is released from most gut bacteria.
An increase in microbial load with age creates a peptidoglycan-abundant environment and induces
constitutive AMP production, causing chronic inflammation status [93]. Aging also regulates negative
regulators of IMD/relish-dependent AMP production. In young flies, peptidoglycan recognition
protein SC2 (PGRP-SC2), a negative regulator of the IMD/relish signaling pathway, is active and
helps maintain immune homeostasis. In aged flies, activated FOXO, presumably by insulin resistance
and/or stress accumulation, represses expression of PGRP-SC2, inducing chronic AMP production,
commensal community changes, epithelial dysplasia, and host mortality [31].

Similar to lamin B1 loss and the senescence-associated secretory phenotype in aged mammalian
fibroblasts, Drosophila exhibit age-associated lamin-B loss and systematic inflammation. Lamin-B is
gradually lost in fat bodies with age, resulting in systematic inflammation. Inflamed old fat bodies
secrete PGRPs which repress IMD in the midgut and induce gut hyperplasia [94].

It has been proposed that AMP-resistant pathobionts such as G. morbifer and L. brevis dominate in
the gut of aged flies, resulting in gut dysplasia and a shortened lifespan in Drosophila [95]. However,
there has been no direct evidence of this until recently (see Section 4.3 Age-dependent changes in gut
bacteria populations). Clark et al. observed that a distinct shift in microbial composition—increase
in Gammaproteobacteria and decrease in Firmicutes—precedes intestinal barrier dysfunction [86].
This age-dependent loss of commensal control induces systemic immune activation and drives
mortality in Drosophila.

The intestinal epithelium experiences constant renewal of cells provided by intestinal stem
cells (ISCs). Dysregulation of ISC proliferation in aged Drosophila intestine results in epithelial
dysplasia, causing leakage of epithelial barrier, systemic infection, metabolic dysregulation and
death in animals [96–98]. Similarly, manipulation that limits the rate of ISC proliferation in the aging
intestine is sufficient to extend lifespan in Drosophila [31,96]. ISC proliferation rates are regulated by
numerous signaling pathways, including Notch, JAK (janus kinase)/Stat, insulin, JNK, and TOR and
by environmental conditions [99]. Recently, it was found that intermittent fasting during early life not
only extended the lifespan of flies, but also preserved the gut homeostasis [100]. The impact of diet
on ISC proliferation was also compared between Drosophila females and males. The study found DR
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reduced gut pathology more in aging females than in aging males, which can possibly be attributed to
greater response to DR in females [101].

5. Conclusions

While an elevation in AMP mRNA expression with age was initially described as a feature of
innate immune senescence in Drosophila, cumulative insights since that time suggest that the increase
in AMP expression in old animals is an epiphenomenon. Old animals express more AMP because they
have greater bacterial loads and because the humoral innate immune system is more sensitive to a set
amount of bacterial stimulation. Many factors contribute to this former cause, such as the intrinsic
degeneration of nonhumoral immune defenses including the gut barrier, DUOX, and hemocyte cell
function. When these initial defenses decline with age, bacteria may be more likely to proliferate in the
hemolymph of adult Drosophila and, thereby, induce systemic humoral AMP expression. At the same
time, the humoral innate immune system may still degenerate in old adults, synergistically contributing
to the elevated microbial load and eventually, although inefficiently, inducing AMP expression.
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